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ANNUAL ImPORT 
OF THE DATA-PROCESSING DEPARTMENTS OF THE COMMISSION 
' 
0 I INTRODUCTION 
0,0, Data-processing at the Commission which, a few years ago, was 
basically limited to statistical applications and pay has since 
been extenied and diversified conSiderably and the applications 
currently being developed or already adopted cover virtually 
+ all the Commission's activities. 
As regards the international development of the data processing 
sector, the increasing requirements of user departments and changes 
in technology and organization in this field have prompted the 
Commission to take a certain number of decisions desighed to adapt 
its internal data-processing machine to the changing situation. 
Thus, since 1976 three major decisions have been taken which will 
shape the future of'the Commissions's data-processing operations, 
1. Administrative reorganization. 
2. Hardwares change over to an !CL ?980 large-scale ,computer. 
3· Gradual introduction of a European-manufactured teleprocessing 
network. (Mitra,. Olivetti, Nixdorf) 
+ Annual report of the ~ta· processing departments of the Commission -
1977 - COM (78) - 347 final - of 21 July 1978. 
This report stems principally trom a Resolution adopted by 
Parliament on 10 March 1975. 
~' 2 .. 
This policy should ultimately lead to the widespread use of data; 
pro~essing and its associated (office etc.) branches throughout the 
Commiss~on's administrative machine, thus allowing it to rationalize 
management activities and develop its information systems. 
In the immediate future, however, in the face of difficulties 
associated with rapid growth, the data processing sector is in a 
particularly difficult transitional phase, Which. it will only be 
possible to overcome by strengthening the orga.niation and, abcmt 
all, by increasing its resources. 
1. OaGANIZATION 
1.1. As described in the 1CJ7? annual report, data processing at the 
Commission~ tmderwent reorga.nizations in 1CJ76 and 1CJ77• 
- Firstly by the setting up of the CDIC (Steering Committee on Data-
Processing at the Commission) the role of which is to Jl8.llage the 
Commission's data processing resources and to lay down overall 
guidelines and priori ties. B 
- subsequently, by the creation of systems analysis departments for 
statistics, management, financial applications and dooumentation, 
to establish closer contacts between the users and the systems analys.ts. 
~ CF Annex I 
u The request fom for data processing work, on the lasia ot which the 
CDIC lays down priori ties, ia rep1'0Cluoed 1n Annex II • 
t 
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'lbe creation of these departments has been paralleled by the setling-up 
of a centralized Analysis and programming department and the formation 
of a Computer operation division. 
\ 
- 1.2. The new organization began functioning in 1978. However, it is still 
too early .to assess its efficiency since the ;:;ystew.s a.naJ.ysis departments 
ha;'{e not yet been able to integrate fully with thsir host di.rectQrat~)3-
general and the work of the Computer operations division and Analysi~ 
and programming department has been too greatly affected by the cha.ng.:; 
in hardware, retraining of staff and conversi-on work for it to be 
possible to assess the real impact of the new organizat1on~ 
I 
1.3. However, 1 t has become clear that there is e. need to supplement the 
pr~sont crr,nnivation by addinf, a planning unit ~hose _task will bel 
- to provide secretarial services for the CDIC, 
- the administration of contracts and accounting, 
--cost-benefit analysis for new projects, 
- drawing-up of the medium-term plan, preparation of budgets and 
analytical accounting. 
This strengthening of. the administrative structure of data processing 
is required to meet the growing number of requests and the new 
opportunities opened up by teleprocessing, if there ia to be a 
OOt\Pr~n\ And fil'll\ d~tA pl'00§111ft8 dOVtit10pll\ftftl pol10Jt 
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2. SERVICES PROVIDED 
2.1. The services provided by the Commi~Gion's data processing facility 
cover three areas, each of which CC' ·Teaponda to one of the 
departments ,set up in 1977, vizc 
i) management and financial applications, 
ii) statistics) 
iii) documentation management. 
2.2. Within these three broad areas, it is possible to highlight certain 
significant operations from the series of applications dealt with 
in 1978.il 
2.2.1. Certain applications carried out in 1978 illustrate how data 
processing can, by providing data or services, contribute to 
the formulation or implementation of Community pOlicies. 
- the textile monitoring s~~te~ by recording imports of textile 
products, makes it possibl'3 to ·warn the departments concerned 
when quotas have been or e.re about to be exceeded; 
- GATT data processing work in 1978 provided the Commission's 
negotiatiors with statistics and calculations of the possible 
. 
consequences of :various proposed tariff reductions t 
:x Details of applications. processed in 1978 are given in Annex (III) • 
t 
F 
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- the SAFIR system ~ 1 now operational, is already proving 
extremely useful and its value should increase with en-
largement of the Community and the adoption of nine 
Community languages. 
Other work on compensatory amounts,· trade in ECSC iron and 
1steel products and indirect trade in steel carried out in 
1978 should also be singled out for i:ts importance and volume. 
Data processing can also form the ba.sis for studies and surveys. 
This type of work also covers the analysis of statistical 
surveys and the construction of econometric models. 
Data processing is also a valuable instrument of management 
and admin:Btration. A variety of services are performed in 
this field. Among those carried out in 1978, mention should 
be made or'a implementation of' the early phases of the 
'fissile material accounting' application, the 'research and 
investment budget accounting'application, programming work on 
the 'pay·' application using the EUA, conversion of the EAGGF 
operational :programs on· Gamma 10 to the ICL 290) computer. 
~ This system covers the allocation of rooms and interpreters for 
mee~ings (70 daily meetings, )00 permanent int~eters, six 
Community languages), 
,., 
2.2.4. In the field of documenta tit·n management it is worth noting 
the work done on EURODICAU'LC~1, a terminology data bank, and 
in pa.,rticula.r the co11versicr. from IBM to SIEMENS of the 
software for input and oo.tch and operational mode retrieval. 
- The development of three thesauri on veterinary medicine. 
foodstuffs, agricultural economics and rural sociology on 
the ASTUTE thesauris compilation system. 
- Consolidation of the various automated files managed by CIRCE :'·~, 
and the· extension of the services offered to users by the 
creation of a new file, ACTU, containing, in summary form, 
- .. 
data on all documents issued by the Secretariat Gene~ of· 
the Commission since 1 January 1978 •. 
Progress has also been made in the field of data base management 
and improvement of software. Thus, a new version of OSIRIS (table 
generator) has been produced and the first phase of a. CRONOS data. 
base management monitor has been completed. The COON"£8 system, 
which manages 700,000 time series spread over 30 data bases, 
is one of the largest.currently in operation. 
2.3. A description of some of the projects carried out in 1978 shows 
the variety and value of the services provided by the Commission '.s 
data processing·sector• The following key figures show t~e volume 
of services provided am the extent of their ~wth in 1978. 
~ CIBCE's activities in 1978 are described in Annex lV. 
1 
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In 1978, 177 million characters were.recoraed as against 143 million 
in 1977, an increase of almost 24%, The number of jobs processed 
on the IBM 370/158 computer went up from 72 102 in 1977 to 101 134 in 
1978, a rl~e of 40%, and in the same year the number of CPU hours on 
the IBH 370 computer alone increased from 1 694 to 2 352, a rise of 39%. 
2.4. The table below gives a breakdown in hour~ of .the CPU ~ time used by 
the various directorates-general on the computers of the operations 
division. 
Directorate 1978 1977 1976 1975 1974 
soro 58 .55 57 64 42 
DG IX 24 2:7 25 21 33 
DG XIII 3 5 8 5 10 
DG VI 2 3 3 4 1 
others 13 10 7 6 14 
100 100 :1:00 100 100. 
Percentage breakdown of CPU time by user 
The data given in this table show that. the soro is by far the largest 
consumer of CPU time and that its share xose in 1978, It is also worth 
noting the increasing amount of time used by the 'other' directorates-
general, 
H Central Processing Unit, 
.. 
in 1978, t.h;:, lack of re-;.rH..:rGes :me"'~nt tho.t it. was not 
""'l..l t t .,, possl..~ e o mee a.~.., 
the naeds of ce::-t.a.!J1 dopa:L"LITlents l~;'liGh frdled to zubm:t t 
any requestst kno'!-':·ing ill. ':1'i·!6Jlce ·!;,hat they wouid be re-· 
jected m-ling tc lad~: et m;:;:,ohine Ci:'.,Pa.c:tty .a.nd st.a.f:f in the 
data processin€ sector~ 
-----------·---·---------~-----------
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J • RESOURCES 
The inadequate level of resources~ seen in lo/?7 and again in 
1978 is 'due not oJl].y to the current economic situation, but 
also to facto:rs which are likely to exercise a. permanent influence, 
).1. Short-term economic factors 
),1,1, In 1978, both the IBM 370/158 and ICL 2980 computers were used. 
The IBM 370/158 computer was used for the actual management of 
the Commission's operational requirements more intensively than 
in the previous year (C.f.2,J,), and it was therefore possible 
to cut the cost per CPU hour from Bfrs. 100.000 to Bfrs.74.000, 
At the same time, tlie Service Bureau managed by ICL was working 
on the conversion of existing applications or the development 
of new ones. Processing of the COMEXT application on real files 
took place at the end of the year and this entailed a marked 
lt1tH't1~~11 ln ih~ :Jnrvlon Buron.u a.oti vi tioo • 
In 1970, tho total appropriation, after transfers, for Computer 
Contor oporntions was some 4,6.mill1on EUA, that is more than 
Bfrs. 180 million, u For comparison, the cost of opemtions oui:side 
the c~ntre was ~pproximately Bfrs. 75 million, the CIRCE service 
bureau accounting for some Bfrs. 35 million of this amount and 
economic and financial applications ~ processed on a time 
sharing basis costing slightly more than Bfrs, 24 million, 
The conversion of applications meant that it was necessary to 
-
omploy a large number of outside sta.ff • Conversion of the main 
applications had not been completed by the end of 1978. 
~ Staff statistics over recerlt years are ·given in Annex VI and expenditure 
on data processing in 1978 in Annex VII. 
~ See Annex VII for the breakdown of expenditure (item 2240) 
~ See Annex VII for the breakdown of expendit~ (item 2242) 
~~-~-----~---~----------------·-u-•~,----•-•·-~------------------------
:3 ·1.). The retrainL1:_; of staff on the ICL '2980 computer made inroads into 
staff resou:r~.:es. 'T'o gi'•te one P.::Oclmple, each programmer or system 
analyst followed from 7 tQ lt) weeks of co.urses in 1978. The time 
spent by staff on retraining cotU"ses was partly offset by recourse 
to outside staff. In 1978, the cost of staff retraining totalled 
Bfrs. 8 million. 
The initial allocation for budget item'2243 for the 'development 
of data processing applications• was increased by transfers during 
the year. The total runount spent in 1978.was 2 339 510 EUA, i.e. 
approximately Bfrs. 93 million of which around Bfrs. 4J million 
was accounted for by the 'Service Bureau and Conversion' and 49 
million by applications for the various directorates-general. 
Factors of a permanent nature 
The increase in demand from the departments of the Commission means 
that there will be a need for certain changes in the services pro-
vided; these can only be achieved by increasing resources, in 
machine capa.ci ty and above all in staff. During recent years there 
has been an annual growth rate of at least 25 to J~ in requirements 
and such a rate can be assumed in the near future as a basis for 
defining the rate of growth in resources required. Over a perlod 
of four years (from 1975 to 1978) staff has only increased by 
some 20}(;. Consequently, the shortfall in staff is tending to· in-
crease from year to year in relation to the growth in requirements. 
~ 
5 I r;; 1 • i . I* ~ s _ 3 _,sap ·~~ 
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In additio~the ICL 2980 is a large-scale computer of a forward-
looking design, This means that the system is still developing 
and has not yet stabilized. The connection of a network of ter-
minals to a central configuration also raises complex problems 
and the operations division's present systems team requires 
reinforcement to cope with the workload, 
••• 
The gradual installation of a teleprocessing network will make 
it easier to meet user requirements by giving the latter a data 
processing tool that they can use directly, However, it presupposes 
the existence of a team responsible for ~~gement and monitoring 
• 
of the network in order to guarantee that it~will operate with a 
high degree of reliability, Similarly8 the step-by-step commis-
sioning in 19'79 of 11 batch terminals, to be shared by several 
directorates-general, will require the recruitment of at least 
one operator per terminal.~ 
The SIEHENS 7740 computer, which until September 1978 was used on 
a normal timetable, is now operating from 7 a,m. to 10 p.m. (i.e~ 
two sh~s), In 1978, 34 166 jobs were performed on this machine 
as against 18.000 in 1977, an increase of 90%. The connection 
time was about 13.000 hours spread over some 30 terminals. 
CPU use amounted to approximately 300 hours, Lack of staff has·· 
led to certain difficulties in operation of the' Siemens computer. 
However, link-up of the Siemens computer to EURONET is scheduled 
for mid-1979. Shift working, increased use of the machine and its 
link-up to EURONET in 1979 make it all the more essential to 
increase the number of staff employed on this computer, . 
Cf, .1\nnex VIII, 
• The complexity of the network should also ·be noted and the 
provision of such new services as multiple access computing, 
the conversion and optimization· ot applications, which have 
led to a marked increase in the workload since the.IBM 
equipment was replaced. 
.. 11-
.. , 
4, Conclusions 
4.1. As forecas-h in the 1977 report, 1978 was a more difficult year 
than the preceding one. Even at this stage, it is easy to see that 
1979 will be even more difficult. From 1975 to 1978 the overall 
increase in the number of staff was barely· 20%, that is less than 
the increase in requirements in any single year. The shortfall in 
pnrmanont ataff is therefore becoming more serious from year to 
y;Jar and is likely to be particularly critical in the period 
1979-80 when the Computer Centre will be taking over operation 
of the ICL hardware. 
4,2. Appropriations for data processing have increased much more rapidly, 
since the initial appropriation for 1979 is almost three times the 
figure for 1976, What has in fact happened is that outside staff 
have been employed in an attempt to offset the effects of staff 
shortages.The annual cost of employing such staff currently falls 
within the bracket of 150 to 200 million Belgian francs, 
Such a solution is satisfactory for dealing with abnormal peak 
periods of work but becomes both inefficient and expensive when 
used as a matter of course. It is sometimes difficult to find an 
adequate number of well-qualified employees on the market and the 
average cost per outside man/year is some 2 million Belgian francs, 
Equally, the recruitment of temporary agents* from among the 
successful candidates of competitions organized by the Commission 
to undertake work of a permanent nature, due to lack of staff, does 
not seem to provide a satisfactory solution either. What is needed, 
however, is the creation of permanent posts to regularize the 
position of such staff in a rational and fair manner. 
In addition, the coexistence over a long period of a high number of 
outside staff, temporary staff (suooeesfttl candidates in competltiorm.) 
and permanent staff cannot fail to gi·,re rlsa to complex staff problems 
due to their divergent staff regulat:i<:ns~ status and remuneration. 
---------··'· 
~ In 1978 the data. pro· -:::l.ng· 
(Annex VI) 
·l 
! 
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Recent technological developments and the opportunities opened up 
by teleprocessing will also result in changes in ti1e relationship 
betrreen the computer~ systems analyst and user. The installation 
of numerous terminals in the departments will make it possible 
to input data d:i.rec-1:. and give access to da. ta baseE' managed by 
the central computero 
I I This new development and the populari:r.ation of data processing will 
not only affect social developments but also the operation of public 
and private ore;aniza.tions by allo~ne; them to ratlonalize and to 
increase productivity in administrative activities by giving those 
involved in research and management the possibility of direct 
access to a vast volume of economic, social, legal, scientific 
and other data. 
Within this framework, it is essential for the European Commission 
to expand its own network and to have the data storage capacity required 
to develop large data bases in all fields and for it to promote the 
setting-up of large-scale networks at Europe~ level (EURONET), 
However, at the same tlme, it must be stressed that there is a close 
correlation between the.potential of a computer and the staff required to 
operate it. For this reason, it would seem to be a matter of high priority 
to bring the number of staff up to the level required to meet the in-
creasing demand and to avoid an under-use of the available hardware. 
4.4. The decision taken by the Commission in 1976 and 1977 were inspired 
by a dual aims firstly to increase and adapt internal da~ processing 
potential in order to meet requirements and secondly to select a 
European system. 
" · •="~.;.._"."'-:-··-~-~·-,-~-·.;..C..l;.'!:::lll~'~:lll'ei:IDI!IIIdM;=sllltll-.-llllilllllllllllllaCCiiiCc=·lil=lllalillll!ll:;l=====:::::,.~. :;:;;v!!'~:=:":z:::;;;::;;=:==z:~;;:.:::::::. :;:a nO::*::" ==:=:::;::== 
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This "European venture" entailed certain riskst the ICL computer 
chosen was new and the system had not been tried and tested. The 
decision also resulted in a vast amount of work on program conversion 
and staff training and meant that hardware from varied sources had ... 
to be made compatible with the network. A substantial budget allocation 
was granted ~~d expenditure for item 224 rose from Bfrso 158 million 
to 372 million over the period 1976 to 1978. '~e initial allocation 
for 1979 is Bfrs. 450 ~illion~ HoweverD without ·allocation of the 
posts hoped for in 1979P it is already beyond doubt that this amount 
will be inadequateo ConsequentlyD if the success of this "European 
venture" i.s to be guaranteed 9 it is essential that adequate allocations 
should be granted immediately~ also 0 and this is even more important, 
the Commission•s data processing sector should be granted the posts 
required to ensure its satisfactory operation. 
,i 
OBGANIZATION OF DATA PROCESSING AT THE COMMISSION 
Steering Committee on Data Processing 
Systems analysis 
Departments 
Systems analysts 
Systems designers 
and programmers 
' (CDIC) 
Technical Committee 
Statistics DG XIII 
(SSID) 
Specialized analysis 
and progt'8JIUDing 
department , 
Secretariat of the 
CDIC 
CIRCE 
Data controllers, keypunch OP,erators, 
collection, systems engineers, 
network and user support · 
Computer operations 
Division. 
DG IX 
(IGAF) 
.. 
• 
REQUEST fOR DATA PROCESSIN(; FAC~lTIES/WOJUt · 
(To be completed by the User and the Funet:l.o;1al analyst for'. work requiring 
more than 6 man/months of A.o .. and progrBDming effort). 
• 
1. Nature of the request : 
.. 
1.1. Department and offleials concerned; 
1.2. Community field ~f activity/policy concerned: 
1.3. Object of the data processing facilities/work requested;· 
1.4. MOtivation for the req~est. 
• .. 
2. Outline description of the VOik to be carried out 1 
2.1~ Outline description of the overall system vith description of 
the main inputs and outputs (incl. main volumes); 
2.2. 
2.3 .. 
2.4 .. 
. . . . ( Br1ef descr1pt1on of each eub-system 
!~formation on the operation of the •yetem (one-line/batch, 
volumes, periodicity, etc ••• ); 
. . . 
Rel~tionship between the eystea and any exietlns 1y1tem ot 
application · 1•,' 
I ' 
2.S. Future evolution of the syatem. I..'?· . ,._ 
. ·. 
.. I ~• ' 
.. 
. 
. 
.. 
/· 
.. 
I' 
/ 
.. , 
I ' 
• 
• 
' 
·4-.-.·~. 
. -·-··- ...... 
Annex ti 
\ 
3. Resources required and timescales 
·, 
3.1. Functional analysis; 
3.2. Organic analysis and programming resour~e• 
3.3. Reque·ttcd' imple.mentat:ion· date and explanad~n of effe~t (lf any) 
should the date not be ~et; • • • 
3.4. Operations (computer, terminal, timeeonstrainta, operator/gestion-
naire resources, etc ••• ); 
3.5. Estimated costs 
- development · 
-·operations (annual). 
4. ~xpected benefits frOM the facilities/work 
• 
4.1. St~ff savings for the user (from.vhich date) br category/grade; 
4.2. Other benefits (quantitative and quali-tative); 
4.3. Consequences (if any) if the CDtC is unable to authorise ~leme~ 
tation of the syates. • 
~ s. ConfirMation by the interested ~artiea that the ressoureet necessary 
• ,~;:".r· 
.... 
! . 
to i~plement·and operate the·eystea are available (or can be made available) 
. 
pept !!!!. rune: don .Pianature 
User ••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• 
CACtS/tCAl /DR. ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• 
SAP ••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 
coo ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 
I· 
. ' I 
I i. i 
: .. ' 
! ; 
.. .... - •-"t ..... --------·-----------·~-----------------
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PROJECTS IN PROGRBSS IN 1978 AND 
PROJECTS EXISTING AS ~'11 .31. DECEMBER 1978 
Annex I!I 
1. Administrative\work 
a) Work carried out in 1978 
The main projects undertaken by the systems analysts of the Management 
and Financial Applications Department (IGAF) and the systems designers/ 
programmers of the Analysis and Progr&.mming Department in 1978 were as 
follows a 
i) Financial instruments 
-European Social Fund: 
- Systems analysis for the first phase (collection and validity 
check of data) of the "Administration of the European Sooial 
Fund" application; 
- Programming and start""'l.lp of -!;he "Paul Finet Foumation 
scholarship holders" appli~tion. 
- EAGGF: 
- Continuation of analysis of EAGGF (guarantee) applioa.tionaJ 
- Programming for the "Advances" system; 
- Conversion o~ operational programmes on Gamma 10 to the 
ICL 2903 computer;. 
- Systems design for the EAGGF-Gu.idanoe application and 
(partial) programming of this application on ICL (creation 
of a recording file, programmi~~ of adminstra.tive 
statements, automatic printout)ff 
a:,.lpl \.cation ( thi.ri :f\md) ~ 
Annax III 
- DG XVIII - Investments a 
-Analysis of the first phase (Liquid assets) of a new conversational· 
system1 
~Various dhanges to exsisting programs·requested.b,y the user, 
- ERDF: 
- Incorporation.of various changes to the ."Administration of ERDF funds" 
application; 
- Start of analysis for a new conversational design for management of 
the ERDF, 
ii) Administration 
Programming of various tables and lists relating to staff management 
and posts, 
Programming of lists and statistical tables for the "Officials 'pay" 
application, 
Analysis and programming of the new procedure for the .. Officials' pay" · 
application based on the European unit of account and other changes in 
the Staff regulations, 
Start of progra.riuning for the management of personal data tables. 
Design of the IDMS plan and programming (in progress) of. the data base 
for the "Absences"application. 
Execution of phase I of the "Allocation of Interpreters" (SAFIR) 
application, 
Programming of the "Mission expenses" application, 
Beginning of analysis of the requirements- of the "Stocks" department 
in the field of inventories and stocktaking. 
Analysis of requirements tor oomputerizfng the.··:pa.i or _l~a~L~tarr 
in Brussels. . ;. 
Analysis and start of programming for computerizing calculation of 
the severance grant. 
- 3- Annex III 
,. 
Proe;ramming of the "Co.rr·m:· ~trnctu:r,/' '::p:;Jl:i.cation, 
Preliminary analysis fer +he ''ODJ.cu.l.e.tLon of travelling expenses" 
application, . 
Analysis and dral·rl.ng ... up of specif:~ c::J.tions for the "C!ompeti tion" 
application, 
Programming for the "Pupils at the European School - change of yea:r" 
application, 
Interpretation of optical reading testa and analysis of data collection 
for various applications in which it _could be used (competitions, leave eto,) 
New programming for updating of the "Sales revenue statistics" application, 
iii) Budgets 
Execution of the new application "Analytical accounts of expenditure 
of the payment of officials out of ·~he resear~h budget" based $n the 
European unit of account, 
Execution of the "Accounts for research a.nd investment budget" applicatio~·· 
iv) Nuclear safeguards 
Execution of the following phases• "unconfirmed movements", checking 
o;f "totals" and "basic list" and introduction of various amendments 
to the "selection and preparation" phases, and report to the AIEA in 
Vienna on the "Fissile materials accounting" application, 
v) Conversion of operational applications from the IBM 370/158 
Computer to the ICL 2980 
Drawing up for each application of the source standards defining 
the "object" to be converted. 
Conversion of applications outside team". 
-4- Annex III 
b) Operations 
DG I \ 
Lists of contracts concludr:ii, guaranteed and oom.mtmicated to the 
Berne Union by the member states of the OECD, 
DG III 
Lists of. multinational firms with their shareh9ldings and rr~n 
characteristics, 
Calculation of various components. 
DG IV 
Quantitative sectoral studies ·on the development of industrial 
concentration, 
Computation of tables for estimating the cost of interest rebates 
and loans at reduced rates • 
Lists of firms involved in mergers or with common interests. 
DG V 
-
Study of sea fishing accidents in 1975 and 1976 • 
Internal accounts for Social Fund, 
Statistical tables'and lists relating to scholarship-holders of the 
Paul Finet Foundation. 
DG VI 
Agricultural accounts data processing network, 
DG VIII 
Statistics on the European Development Funds. 
Financial and a.dministrative accomting for the Europe~ 
Development Funds. (EDF) 
) . 
D(\ lX 
\.1al~ul~.\1.~n ~r ~~1'-'fl~• hr' 
-2f)i-
... f 
officials in Brussels and Luxemburg 
auxU ~~.:i.a.ry stc-:Uf in Brussr.:1.s 
local staff in Luxembourg 
retired staff 
cleanin~ sta.ff'in Luxembourg 
Annex III 
Fixing of the notional step on the ·basis of which the step on promo~ion 
to a higher grade is determined. 
House purchase loans. 
Deductions for private telephone calls. 
Brussels and Luxembourg telephone directories. 
Staff management. Publication of various tables and lists on the 
administrative and family situations of officials and other employees. 
Vacancies. Publication of various tables of vacant poste open to officials 
and other employees. 
Annual leave, special leave and sick leave, 
I,ists of decisions on the appointment of officials 3.nd. lists for the 
I1onthly Staff Report. 
Inventory for the Luxembourg "Economat" ~ 
Table of translations. 
Inventory records. 
Office supplies records. 
Nissions and travel agency reservation~. 
Refunds of medical expenses and statistics on the Sickness Insurance Scheme. 
T·ists of subscribers to the central li bra.ry. 
Sta.tistics on the attendance of official working flexible hours. 
List of former trainees of the EEG, 
Statistics and breakdown of overtime, 
Computation of variable components and compensatory amounts for agricultural 
products. 
Calculation of overtime. 
Statistical lists of the sales revenue of the Publication Office, 
."Pupils a-t the European School" appllca.tion exce:pt :for the "change of year" phase, 
., 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I ·~ 
i 
~· 
t 
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DG XVI 
Statistical tables on Community financ1.ng opera:t1on.s6 
Administration of the ERDF funds • 
.. 
\ 
DG XVII 
The following phases of the "fissile ma.terla.l accounting" e,pplica:tionl 
"uP-dating of master file", "selection a.nd prepara:Eion•~ and "report for 
the IAEA in Vienna"" 
DG XVIII 
Financial accounting for the rooo. 
Position of ECSC bonds portfoU.o, 
Position of EXJSC safe-keeping accounts, by bank, 
Position of ECSC loans. 
Community coal and steel levies, 
DG XIX 
Accounting for the research budget, 
Account~ng for the Sickness Insurance Scheme. 
Analytiaal accounting of salaries paid out of the research budget, 
Accounting for the ERDF fUnds. 
Compilation of progress report on DG X action programs, and various lists 
giving an analysis of the resources and' t>esults by program, -a~oordlng to 
' ' .·- ........... ~ 
various criteria. (PPBS method). . · · · , . · 
Accounting for the Euratom Supply Agency, 
• 
• 
. ~ ,_ 
',' 
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2, Statistical Work 
a) Hork carried out in 1978 
. ' 
This work is at the analysis and/or programming stage, 
i) External Trade and Related Statistics 
General maintenance of the FiEC External Trade programs, IncOrporation 
of tables on trade in agricUltUial products and EEG trade broken 
. . 
down by economic activity (NACE-CLIO), 
Trade in rose iron ani steel products and indirect trade in steel. 
Production of EURACIER tables. 
Statistics on textile imports and generalization of the system 
to-cover other categories of sensitive produc~s • 
f1oni to ring and waming._ system for textiles' (users 1 SOEC, DG III • ACU) , 
Generalization of this system to all categories of products subject 
to moni torlng, 
· Ta.P.ff statistics and other work to be u.sed in the GATT multilateral 
trade negotiations, 
General remodelling of programs .on the generalized system of 
preferences ( GSP) with the_ incorporation of an annual comparison 
of imports under the GSP and normal imports. 
Compensatory amounts. 
Formatting C?f ErlernaJ. 'l'mde data for inpUt tQ the CRONOS. base• 
(COl·iMODITY, PRODSNAG, ANIMAL PRODUCTS, ~D-IND, EXTERNAL 
TRADE/COUNTRY), , 
- 8-
ii) Surveys and other aPplications 
Continuation of the 1975 survey on the a·tru.ct;.are of. agrloultural 
holdings. 
Annual indus-trial survey. · 
Typology of agricultural holdings. 
1977 ,Survey on f:rui t trees. 
Survey on investment in the iron and ste.el ihd.ustry • 
Survey on pollution. 
Print-out of monthly bulletins. 
'Sel~ing prices - An~l Products• 
- 'Selling prices - Vegetable Products• 
- 'Purchase prices of means of production• 
Analysis by sector. 
National Accounts Bulletin - ESA. 
. . 
Processing of ECSC questionnaires. 
iii) Data base and general statistical software in 1978-
-Data base management systemac 
CHONOS (management of time series)• 
• conversion from IBM 370 to !CL 2980 (with cooperation. of an 
outside. team) 
Annex III. 
• development of a subsystem for input of work and data on terminals 
. 
• design analysis of a new CHONOS genemtor comprising an 1nterl'ace 
w1 th the SABINE data base 
• various improvements • 
. SABINE (management of nomenclatures) 
• conversion from IBM 370 to ICL 2980 
- Systems for compiling tables• 
OSIRIS (table generator)• 
• production of a new version with various imp:rovements, :bclu.Ung 
use of the SABINI base (considemble expansion of OSIRIS applications, 
I 
---------------·--~----·-- --·-- -- --~~-
particularly to Exte~l Trade Statistics) 
• conversion from IBM 370 to ICL 2980. 
" 
• Annex III 
fASCAL (compiler medium) a adaptal:.ion to international staM&td; 
• conversion from IBM )70 to ICL 2980. 
b) Operations 
i) External Trade and related statistics 
Monthly, quarterly and annual statistics on the external trade 
of the EJOO countries• these statistics contain various breakdowns 
by partner countries, economic zones and by products and cate-
gories of products and constitute the basic documentation on 
European trade& they alone account for one thixd of statistical-
operations. 
'!be related statistics cO"'er data used in tariff and trade 
negotiations, the GSP, mon1 to ring systems, etc, 
'Ibe external trade statistics of ACP countries (Africa, Caribbean 
and Pacific) a cover all the trade of the developing countries 
benefitting un:le~ the Lome agreementa.with detailed breakdo~s 
by partner' country and products. 
r 
t 
. 
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ii) Other applications 
Processing of the major surveys on the structure ~>f earnings e.rd the 
197.5 survey .on the structure of agricultural holdtngs, 
\ 
Annual survey on housing. 
19?.5 industrial survey, 
Use of the JULES package for compiling the ~ual Input -Output 
tables and handling of tables on request. 
Use of OSIRIS language for producing statements on request (short- · 
term economic indicators for industr,y, SABINE prl.ntout aDd various 
bulletins based on CRONOS), 
iii) Data bases 
CRONOS. currently manages 700.000 time series spread over 30 data 
bases, i. e, 1000 million characters. 
' ' 
This base is updated daily and is permanently ~coessible to the 
departments of the European Institutions via on-line terminals 
allowing computation, analysis and the provision of simple graphs and 
tables, 
Statistical publications are. issued as a by-product of the base _. 
management. In 1978, in addition to the maintenance of and changes 
in statistical buDetins, a new bulletin on agricultural prices 
and indices was produced on the basis ,of C:OONOS, 
SABINE manages three data bases.made up of more than 150 nomenclatures 
and over 120 relations between these nomenclatures, i, e • PO million. 
characters. Like CRONOS • this base can be aocess.a, by the clepartaent 
of the Institutions via on-line te1'111Dala • 
•" 
.,. 
• < • n '§'§%0' 
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3. gc.£,umentary -applications 
a) Work carried out in 1978 
The work carried out in 1978 by the Speolalized Documentary Applications 
Systems Analy~is Department and the ~~··stems designers/programmers of' 
the analysis and progra.JIIlling department. are described below& 
i) Multilingual projects 
These activities fall into three areas: the EURODICAtrroM terndnelogr 
data-bank, ·the SYSTRAN, automatic t.ra.nslati~ &id systd and the 
ASTUTE thesaurus creation system. 
As regards EURODICAt11'0M, an in-depth analysis ha.s been carried out 
on the basis of user experience_. This ws>rk will be continued, 
' taking into account in particular the opinions of' national experts. 
It will thus be possible to provide a second. version of' the 
va~ous products furnished by EURODICAtn'OM 8o that the application 
can go beyond the extended experimental stage necessitated b7 
· the innovative am original nature of the project. 
- Improvement and increase in the contents have been made easier 
by the wr1 ting of ad hoc programs. 
- Input and latch or conversational mode retrieval software has 
been converted from IBM to SIEMENS. 
In the case of SYSTRAN, the services provided have consisted 
mainly in the verlf'ioation of' program execution and the supply 
of data which can be accepted by the system both for the 
development of dictionaries and to improve the translation 
process itself • '!he work has consisted basically of the analysis 
and writing of' programs for the tmnsl~tion of' texts taken from 
the CNRS, .Bulletin of the ~pean Coaunities, Offl.cial Joumal, 
CoJIUilOnweal th Agricultural. Bureau a.nd the AGRi:S dOC1.8fmtation 
system. 
.:·s;~~~,~~~~~~,~v, '· .. 
' ' 
.,,...-:-.. , .•. ~-..., ..... ....,.,.....--. ·-~ -. 
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Three thesauri have been developed using· the ASTt.JTE system in 
the following fieldst veterinary llledioine, f'oodstuff'e, agrloultual 
economics and~al sociology, 
\ 
ii) Commission documentation systems 
A restioted version which.will take over the Addressograph 
operations of the SAGAP system for the management of addresses 
and publications ha.s ·been introduced. As part of the computeri-
zation of the Press Offices, in the case of Pa.:ris standardizat~ on 
and the automated collection of addresses has beef\ undertaken by 
an outside firm and in the case of the London Press Office a 
contract for. a. si~lar project is being drawn up e 
Systems analysis work has been carried out for. the Customs Union 
Service to compile a multilingual directory of the names of and 
synonyms for chemical products listed in the ·eustoms tariff, 
The cataloguing system for the Central Library has now been completed. 
A fea.si bill ty study has been made of the possi bill ty of computerizing 
the Commission's Documentation Bul.letinJ it has been decided by the 
. CDIC that this project should be dealt with jointly with the ( 
Commission's generalized system of documentation (CIRCE activities), 
In connection with promotion of the EURONET public information ~ 
documentation networlt, an address rue has been oomputerizedJ 
this file •. containing some 5•000 addresses, will be used to 1nt'om 
potential users about netwoik developments (EUHONET News), 
Feasibility studies have also been undertaken for two.other address 
files 1 Data-processing consul tang bureaus (on behalf of DG III) 
and Credit Institutions (on behalf ot DG XV), Howenr, these projeeu 
have yet to be g1 ven the gO-ahead. 
/ 
·, -
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Following a request from DG V that :J. co·~ ..... ersational version of the 
European file on Collective Agreemw.{~ should be created, a f'easi b ili ty 
study for such a project has been undertaken. 
\ ' 
The CIRCE system and its subsystem have been the subject of' systems 
.. 
analysis to allow those responsible. for CIRCE to de~ide on the prioritie~ 
for the system's future development. 
A progress report has been drawm up on the EURISM project of DG V on 
the inventory of research projects in the tield of ·industrial aedioine 
. 
and on the arrangements for the possible taldng over of· this project 
by DG XIII, at the request of DG V • 
iii) Sciantific and technical information proJects 
Although there ha,s been a fairly substantial reduction in the sectora.l 
actiVities of DG XIII, the systems analysts have been called in for various 
... 
projects. 
In the biomedical field, a study has been made of the setting-up of 
a Community pharmaceutical data bank. In its initial phase this 
will facilitate and speed up the exchange of iriformation between 
existing centres and ievelop a dictionary of the active constituents 
of drugs. 
In the Enerey sector, a survey has been made of the energy information 
systems developed by the various departments of the CoJIDilission; this 
will serve as the basis for fomulating a strategy for the development 
of sources of information and the organization of the exchange of 
information, which should contribute to the formulation of a CoJidllUJlity· 
energy policy • 
A study of the fea.si bill ty . and economic liab111 ty of' an on-line system 
for the collection of ilmmtor,r data 'has been oa.rried out in the l~ght 
of the new possibilities opened up by' ·th'e EU:RMONET network. 
--14 ... Annex III. 
~?l>"" 
Prepera.tor.r work on the report "European Technology Pattem", ba.aecl 
on patent data, is nearing completion, 
Systemsanalysis tor the setting-up of a system of conversational 
data colleoti~n ha; been oarr:led out for EUHJABSTRAOTS (data base 
on results of research progr&IIIDles directly or indirectly financed 
by the Commission) 
A feasibility study hu been made to assess the w.l.ue of making 
the inventory of Research centres (DC XII project) accesai ble on-line 
to EUROHER users. A d~oision is awaited on the 'oontination of this. 
projeet, 
; 
.. 
\ 
. \ .. 
'''I 
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.... ;~ 
· 1 v) Utili ties 
An assessment has been made of progress in ~e OOBAPBOOIC application, 
mainly used for text processing am the trall81lisa1on of aessages, · 
particularly with reg&1'd to··how it operates on the SIEMENS coaputer, 
in omer to decide on any iaproveaenta that should be made and the aost 
. . 
slrl.table developaents. 1 
Using a SINET planning program produced by SIEMENS, both a .project 
~ment system and a contract management systea have been . developed, . 
'!here are plans to create other control and m8111ge1DE11t systems based on 
the s&lle program. 
. .. 
_; . ' ~ ' · .
. . ' 
\ 
-. ' ; 
'. : ' .. ' 
. ' ~ ' 
A systea for accounting charges for the SIEMRHS ... oomputer hast.been ·' 
· investigated and a practical solution baaed in an a.l.read7-dneloped 
systea has been 4U!opted, Tbia syst• la now· operational anct ~ be 
adapted if necess&rJ in the future • 
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v) Conversion 
' 
Following withdraws.~ o~ the IBM comp~ter, the EURODICAUTOM 
application has been converted to the SlEJBNS machine; this haa 
also been done for the Central library cataloguing ~stem. 
._ 
-:.~ . . L. 
.\ 
i 
I 
The EUROABSTRACTS applications a~ the EURO~ address tiles, · ,,::. ' -
which can be interrogated b3' OOID, have been converted to ORIPS, <'>. -
a software with a higher level of performanoe developed _. · ·- ::·,·. 
an out~ide organization. 
Conversions of f'iles -.naged b.r OmOI are ct••oribe4 ia the : : .. · . ,·. ' ·~ 
section covering OIRCB aotivi'tiea. ': ~ .. : 
.. 
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OIRCE (Information and research centre of the 
European Communities) 
\ 
In 1978, OIRCE's activities were characterized bf the consolidation 
I 
of the various computerized files under 1"\S ~ment, the expanaion 
of the range of services offered to users and'the conversion ot 
existing programs to the new STATUS sottware. 
Consolidation 
. 'i 
\ 
-- )\-
Oomtol;t.dp,·Uon work ha• been oonoentrated on the three large tiles, CILJ:X' 
(documentation on Oommunit1 law), E~l (general internal documentation 
file) and PRO (tile of proposals, recommendations and oommubioationa), 
all of·whioh meets specific needs and Which are Domplementar,r. 
The quality of these files has been improved as regards both their 
up-dating and comprehensiveness and reliabilit7. The OELEX system is 
up-to-date to within one month for areas of legislation covered b.1 the 
Commission (basic treatie_s, seccndar,r legislation, supplementary 
legislation). Work is goil'lg ahead on the cover of areas relating to 
other Institutions (oaae law of the Court of Justice, acts and resolutions 
of the Parliament and ESO, parliamentar,r'·questions). For ECllll, the degree 
of up-to-dateness is one month on average and one W!k tor the PRO. 
Widenigg of scope 
The range of services offered to users has been widened by the creation 
of a new file, AOTU, containing data in swaa17 form on all the doowaents 
. . 
'.\' 
issued bf the Secretariat General of the Oo•iasiont as from 1 Januar.r 1978. 
·The original feature ot this tile is the use ot -aottwa.re pemitti»c 
on-line coding and extre111~ rapid up-d&·U·tW• __ '!'he tile 1• u~atecl 4&il.J'• 
, I 
"" "" ~ " . 
:' ~ 'i' 1 ' ' ' 
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Consequently, the :lCTU file is used not only for intox...tion retrieval,· 
but prlmarily as a management instrument for OOJidldsaion deciaiona taken·. 
' ' by written procedure or by authoria.tion, ' ). : 
,J '', (, 
Operations 
Use of' the various files has been intensified. As a result of the 
installation of a special 1'00111 equipped nth a .caaera and wide-screen 
p:t'Ojector, it has been possible to organise a large number of demon-
strations in excellent condi tiona. Major efforts have also been JIBde 
h the area of training (intxoductor)' courses on analysis, interrogation~ 
follow-up, etc.) 
Use of the files as a manageunt instrument is. of increasing importance. 
' ' 
This is particularly true of the ~ilea up-dated rapidly, such as PllC 
.~..' l 
' :. 
and AC'lU, A new file, USAOAD, for monitoring the application of directiv• ·· .. .!~ 
is being set up. \ . 
In addition to on-line interrogation, developaents have taken place ·tu 
the design of lllOre elaborate "prOducts". SUch products take the fora 
of statements, timetables, balance sheets, SUI8&ries, etc. which are 
b81ng systematically distributed to specific final users. 
A few examples of sue~ "products" are listed belowa 
- .. 
' ' ',,J.,
~ . ; ' .: ; . -
. ,!11 
' ', .t ~ :., 
- h8J.f-yearly list. of Commission proposall!lt amendments to or 'tdtbdra.wala · · 
of proposals, opinions of the European Parliament ofo -the Econoaic and •· 
Social Commit~ ;·1 teas adopted by the Oouncilt . 
l 
.,. half-yearly list. of proposa.ls pel1ding before the Council aDi on 'Wbioh 
the European Parliament has deli verect its opiniont 
- list of directives due to enter into force 1n the .. ber Statesa 
.-. list of regulations enacted after the opinion of the hrliaaent aDd 
which are about ta expire I . -
-periodic statistical ~si• of aeuu:rea takell 'blihe Meaber States· 
under Article 11$. 
0'' 
~. > ' ~· ~ ..... 
. ·, .' 
' . 
I ' 
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,. 
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Index of Commtmi t:x 1~-.11 
Work has begun on the compiling~of a multilingual index of Communitr 
acts in-force, using the CELEX systa. J'ublloation of th~ first 
edition is scheduled for 1979, 
\ 
Multilingualism and automatic. input 
Additional input to- CELEX to make the system 1IIUl tilingual is continuing 
on a experimental basis, In ad.di tion to sev8ral thousand titles in 
English and I talla.n, the system contains several hl.Uldred acts of secorna.ry 
legislation and judgements in full ~ the six CoiiiJilUD.1ty languages, input on 
the basis of by-products of the procedure f'or o011p0sing official publications. 
; 
..• 
Link-up with outside organizations 
An experimental telecoJilJil1.Dlications link between OELEX and several outside 
organizations in the three member states is now :S.n operation aDd further 
requests for experimental link-Ups are being considered • 
Statistics 
Statistics for the four auto•ted tiles maD&ged b)' CIRCE as at the end of 
1978 are g1 Ten b~lowt 
,.> 
Unit Volume Increase in 78 
--
EC-1 documentary tin1 t 90.000 ~9.000 
CELEX document 28.000 ),600 
'•PRl pX"OCedure 3e700 800 
ACTU doouaent 9.000 -' _9.000 
__.. 
r . 
. 
.. 
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APPLICATIONS PENDING IN 19'78 
The follt'rlng applications were pending in 1978 (this list is not 
exhaust1 '1'c.), in particular since it does not mention requests not 
submi tte--5. by clepa.rtments aware of the difficulties in the data 
processing sector)& 
al Administration 1 
... generalized management system for financial instruments 
(preparation of files for the Management ooJIJilittees, accounting 
. . 
and statistics for various funds)a 
- various systeas for the Directorate-General for Fisheries 
(licences, quotas, markets) 1 
- Rates system - Director& te-Genera.l for Agricul ture1 
' 
- 4 systems for the Directorate-General. for credit and investaent 
(borrowing, loans, levies 8nd accounting)J 
- Integrated system in the area of staff manageaentJ 
- work on incorporation of the EUA for the B'Wlgeta Directomter 
- miscellaneous administrative 1f0%fc (inventories, u.nag•ent ot 
equipment, etc.) 
b) Statistics& 
·-survey on the structure of ~1979/SOa 
- survey on the structure ~f agricultural holdings tm and 1979a 
... · remodelling and 8Jateatiration of anal.Jsia of au1 tilateral 
and AQP tftdo, 
o) Documentatio~ I 
In 1978, it was not possible to carry out certain work requested 
by CIICE owing to lack of resources. The 1 tellS concemed we~• 
- Input or transfer 'Of data 
- OutpUt systems (production of lists, atatiatica, eto,) 
- Expansion of the CELEX systea 
• Management of procedures 
- Special techniques (photoooaposi tion, llicrotihdng) 
- Multilingual. aspects 
c-' 
.· 
Armpyt.. 
I • 
I 
-! 
I 
I· 
I. 
' 
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Establishment table.for 12Z~ 
(including temPOrary posts) 
. .. 
( 'lbe number of temporary posts is shown in brackets to the right of 
· the figure for all posts, permanent and tempo:rai-y) 
' 
.I A B cm 
Computer operations division 12(1) 2'7(1) 68()) 
Analysis and programming department 17(5) 47()) 6 
I 
.S1stem analysis -
' 
- statistics . 8{2 ) .2 
- Jllall.agement and ·financial applications 8(1) 
- -
- documentation 8(2) l 2(1) 
- econometrlcs ) 
- -
lnfratrueture 2 l 4(1) 
Total 58(11) 78(4) 80(.5) 
CIRCE (IX/D/10) 1tD . .8 7 11 
1 '66(11) 8,5(4) 91(.5) 
.. 
I· Total 
107(.5) 
70(8)u 
10(2) 
8(1) 
11()) 
)D 
7(1) 
I 216(20) I 
t 
I 26 
I 242(20) 
s) 'Ihe figures for staff coliprise all posts a.uthorl~ed in 1978, 1nelm1ng temporarJ 
posts, 'lbe number of staff at the present time (as at 1 March 1979) CNl be 
calculated a.s follows• 
present permanent staff • staff in 78 (abo:ve) - tempora.ey staff 78 + posts 
created in 19'79. 
a) ofi'icia.ls carrying out data processing wom in certain Directorates-General 
have been inclmed (i.e. 'io o:t:tioials working on ana3.7~ia/progl'SIIIIing 8Dl 3 
systems analysts in DG II) • 
~) The legal Service start assigned to CEIEX ahotild be added to the :t1gure 
:tor IX/D/10 staf':t. 
\ 
YEAR 
1915 
1976 
1CJ77 
1978. 
TREND IN DATA Pli>CEsSING STAFF 
A'f THE COMMISSION 
A B a 'roTAL 
43 68 60 171 
45 70 60 175 
-
49 7J 69 191" (~) 
55 72 76 20) (u) 
Annex TI t. 
~) ~ )The staff' of' CIRCE have not been included for 1CJ77 and 1978e This 
department, which was set up in 1977, should be regarded as a data 
processing user department. 
~ Officials carrying out data processing work in certain Directorates 
General (other than the som, DG IX and DG XIII) have been excluded· 
from the 1CJ78 figures for the aa.ke of consistency, since such 
officials were not cotmted in pre'Yloua years. 
.,.. ·- -r---:t--..-t:ti! 5 • 
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EXPENDITURE ON DATA PROCF':,T•;.i~9 IN 1978 (EUA) . 
POSITION UNDER ARTICLE 224 AS A'f:...l1 DECEMBER 1977 (EUA) 
Item Initial appropriation AppL~pr1at1~n after Commitments entered 
·t:rnnsfem into _. __ 
_.,-. 
2240 4,213.000.- 4.63).000,_, 4,632.969.29 
2241 581.000,-
2242 1,3,56,ooo,- 1.8?7,100,- 1,872,406,54 
2243 1,017,000,- 2,329 • .510,- 2,339,.510,02 
2244 581,000,- 473.390.- 473.390.-
Total 
... .... '.1-,, 
' 
.... ~· 
... 
BREAKDO'IN OF EXPENDITURE AS AT 31 DmEMBER 1978 BY ITEM J 
ITEM 2240t OPEY.TION OF 'mE COT1ptn'ER CENTRE · j 
INITIAL: API'ROPRlATIONa t..UA . 4.21).000 APPROPRIA.TIOH ABTER T.RANSFERSI EUA 4,6)).000 ., 
IBM JZ0/158 COHPUTER 
- computer 
- extra shift 
- printers Brussela/Luxembourg : 
- terminals 
SOF'NARE 
- autonow II 
• CPL 1 
If If 
- Selecb. scripta (bahnce ??) 
- CICS etc. 
- Librarian 
• IDMS 
- Atlas 
- Unipa:r 
COM 99 
1,z.66,6)5e56 
114,2?0.44 
48.1)0,61 
20),684,05 : 
8,0)4,42 
?.979.45 
248.80 
66.291.)6 
·8.70).95 
. 2.4?1.28 
)4.059.05 
9·533·.54 
Rental ot camera plus purchase ot tape · 
~eader 
DISK' PACKS 
diSks 
SUPPLIES 
aiscellaneous items 
rEt,~o~ tlW6:l/MQDmL 
• telephone lines . 
~ CIHCE telephone linea 
- Modems 
• CID Mod.eu 
·' 
2.480.?4 
1)2.818.,51 
1.022.85 
. I 
l 
12.460.66 
316.086.68 
==;;a m t · l > ....... 
-1&-
DATA COLLEX!TION 
- MDS 37,551.-'43 
- Olivetti 11.971.56 
- IBM Brussels/Luxembourg 65.101.70 
- Matra. CIRCE 89.291.8lf. 
- Matra. Brussels 11 bra.ry:•· 4,824.60 
- DELTA terminals - CIRCE 94•.519.- )0).260.1) 
OUTSIDE PUNCHING 
- Service bureau 10,626.94 
- CIRCE Service bureau 110.288.13 
- Sa.ga.p Brussela/Luxeabourg )5.902.79 
- Sa.ga.p London 4.489.28 ,.. 161.)07.14 
,I 
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OUTsiDE OPERA'roRSfnATA CONOOLLERS 
7 data controllers for OS/VS1 operational 
systems 155,440,39 
- 1 team of operators/data control-
lers Lux8lllbourg 
- 1 2903 ICL operator f'or DG 06 
' 
- 1 network coordination teohn1o1a.n 
ICL 
-Service Bureau/conversion 
- CNP rental · 
- Mac/Batch machine time 
- additions 5/6/9 (SAFIR/SAGAP/oo.o6 
Brussels antenna) 
Site preparation contract 
Motor al temator 
Main contract 
Rental plus extension .. of ha.rd11'&1'e 
Site maintenance cont%80t 
-
Motor al temator 
'Mitra 125 
·- rental, maintenance 
- software 
Network contract 
__ phases 1,2,3,4 
, - addition 21 diablo 
- addition 3• tektronix 
- addition 7 I fioppy disc . 
J 
r. 
- addition 9• 25 Oli/Nix suppleaent 
(contract signature) 
103.403.66 . 
6~571·95 
22.362·58 . 
93.289.30 . 
151.813.41 . 
141.959.42 
142.5.54.09 
65.667.07 
- 964.?3 
125·39 
Toiai comdtaenta as- at 31 Decaber 1978 
---.p-;,..,.~~-.- .. ~·---- ... ,'f 
:. 
l 
._l£21 t 
2)4.01?.88 
25.468.56 
351-.270.?0 
20.147.038· 
4.632.969.29 
____ __._ ___ ~--··-
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WORK DONE Ol.ITSIDE THE COMPIJI'ER CENTRE 
INITIAL APPROPRIATION• EUA 1.),56.000.-. APPROPRIA'l'IOM AFTER TRANSFERStEUA. 1.8'77.100.-
OlJrSIDE RELATIONS 
Tim& sharing&GATT 
re ONO MIC AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS , 
Time sharing 
TS termi~s 
INTERNAL MARKET/INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS 
Time sh;),ring 
SOCIAl. AFFAIRS 
Time sharing 'p~us temiul. 
AGRICULTURE 
T1lle sharing 
Gemma 10 Minteaance 
Data. input 
. tendnal 
DEVELOPMENT 
Accounting aachlne 
PERSONNEE. AND ADMINISTRATIOK 
Telephone search 
Inventories 
CIRCE service bureau 
,541.943.22 
6.5.962.4? 
2.428.90 
10.4.53 • .57 
8.953·5.5 
26).55 
2.60).7.5 
10'1.128.45 
22.019.19 
881.595•83 
• 
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RESEARCH, SCIENCE AND EDUCATION 
Time sharing 
ENERGY 
Time sharing 
, BUDGETS 
Single accounting centre 
Accounting machine 
Data input 
. . PURCHASE of a second input 
PUBLICATIONS OFFICE 
Sales accounting 
EUA/Bfrs, variation 
Total coJUiitments as at 31 Deceaber 1978 
24.880.33 
47.73.5 • .54 
8.068.98 
2.5.2.58,06 
34.72.5.25 
10.018.23 
3 • .517.58 
· -tt s;' 
' 
ITEt-t 2243t IMPLEMENTATION OF DATA-PROCESSING APPLICATIONS 
INITIAL APPROPRIATION a EUA 1.017,000 . APPROPRIATION AF"l'ER TRANSFERS I EUA 2.))9.510,-
' .. ... - . --
ICL Interim Services• balance 
!CLt Service bureau and conversion 
- development of MITRA software 
- stUdy for conversion of IBM to !CL l:!G 02 
- Celex chain 
- conversion of CIRCE STATUS data base 
- balance of. fixed expenditure under basic contract 
- Status II VJ (development)-
ICLt network 
- balance of fixed expenditure under basic contract 
- Mac texminal in screen mode 
APPLICATIONS i'OR D!ilECTORATES-GEllERAL 
~ DG 01& Generalized system of Preferences 
1 GATT assistance 
- DG O)a 'Textiles' application 
- .DG o6a EAGCF 
I ICL MITRA 125 
1 conversion of programs on Mitra 125 
a EAGGF 'guidance' 
a EAGGF 'advances' 
1 typology 
.. DG 08a 4th EDF 
.. DG 09& .programming of 'B COMPETITION' .software 
s 'unit of account ' pay in Luxembourg 
·a balance 77 CII/HB 
balance on UDAP Adlllinistra.tion work (?6) 
B 0Europea.n uni·t of account' pay 
conversion of pensions programs OLivETrr/ICL 
a technical. assistance SAriR 
ma.nagemen t of OS/VSl TP network 
s library catalogue (SIEMENS 7740) 
s TAMIS balance (indexation) 
a allocation of data processing ata:f'f 
• assistance for CELEX-IOODOO (CIRCE} 
a SAFIR phase 1 
12e269,0J 
280.009.;6 
10.;;?.1) 
9.494.-
202.500.22 
)19 .. 606.73 
252.010.26 
,0.66;.1? 
171.06.5. ?2 
_5,060.45 
16.114.69 
2.7)6.84 
5).69'7. 36 
3<).665.17 
5?.7)4.60 
12o0)7o16 
4.919.02 
14.,580.02 
9·919.01} 
1).142.72 
4J9.J1 
14.550.11 
5-o242.?8 
16.445.32 
2).088.60 
10.728.12 
)o795o67 
10.629.16 
6.266.)7 
J0•74)o88 
• 
1 Celex/Cjus 
1 equipment/furniture 
1 Safir maintenance phase 1 
1 technical assistance HB/CIHCE 
' . 
- DG 17• Non-proliferation treaty 
1 Fissile material accounting application 
- DG 191 revaluation of commitments under non~ 
differentiated appropriations 
I CUC/EUA 
7.417.19 
16.503.22 
8.767.47 
176.177.37 
91.751.08 
10~0J0,97 
Je541.97 
15.039.29 
1 cue conversion ECOO chain 8, 671• 95 
I CUC maintenance programs non differentiated app~.11,067,80 
a program changes non-differentiated appropriations 3,484,97 
a integration of d:i.fferentiated and non-differentia- 6,721.02 
- SOEXl • Pascal/Osiris ted approp 17.518,90 
1 programming of ATLAS genera tor 
• dooumentation/new.funotiona ORONOa 
t illtitosia.t 
s maintenance of CRONOS systEHil (balance 7'7) 
1 . CRONOS system link IBM/ICL 
a technical assistance SABIHK/CRONOS applloatione 
- PUB, OFF.a SA~ 1978 
- REMAINING CONVERSIONS 
Difference in exchange ra.tea 
TOTAL COMMITMENTS AS AT )1 Dl!X:EMBER 1978 
16.)00,J3 
17 ,6l.1,0l~ 
1).4_57.59 
J2e732e8~ 
50..09J.61 
13.292.68 
6.721.02 
169.407.18 
247.89 
2.JJ9.510.02 
ITEM 22441 EO INR'>RMATION AND DOCUMENTARY RESEAH:lH CENTRE (CIH:lE) 
INITIAL APPROPRIATION• EUA ,581.000 APPlOPRIATION' AFTER TBANSFERSa EUA 473·3~ 
Supplies& 
- equipment for CIBCE projection rooa 
- MITRA V4 training course 
- miscellaneous 
- per1 technic (Multi terms ratOYal.) 
Outside Coding• 
- coding 
- microfiche reproduction 
Technical assistance 1 
- documentary analyst 
- controller 
- Adjustment for '77 
Documentary analysis& 
28.612.99 
40.173.84 . 
7.129.01 
University of Strasbourg 86.780,69 
Fre.e Universiry of Brussels (J'r,aeo~ 89.)60,82 
College of Europe 67,020,62 
UniversitY: of Edinburgh 22.259•27 
University of Paris 56,004,76 
University of Bologna 
Free Un1 versit:y of Brussels 
. (Dutch section) 
. Free University of Brussels, CELEX 
·Difference 1n exchange rates, 
40.598·55 
12.~e51 
2.515.32 
Total couitaenta as at Deceaber 31 19'18 
-
478.52 
1.541.82 
22.53 
1.J1J.92 
4Z3e390,-
----------------··~-'>A_¥_,..H_IIIIII',OIFO!> .... l5¥1-ddl! ............. -..... '$1)~•"""''""""'1'"'";n-Jr"'' ____________ l'l'i"J"''O''"""!'"·""•-.. --OO\'"'"'"'"""""'.,.."'"'~"~'~w~,...,........._-,,, 
\ 
CommisSion data. processing netwo:dt 
List of abbreviations and initials used in the annual report 
of the data-processing departments of the Commission ~ 1978 
ACTU 
IAEA 
AO 
ASTUTE 
CDIC 
CELEX 
CIICE 
CN:RS 
COMEXT 
l!n01 
. a file containing sUllmla.l."y' .data on documents published b;y . 
the Secretariat -General of the CollJii.ssion 
lnterna.tional .Atomic Energy Ageno;r (Vienna) 
systems analysis 
a thesaurus compilation system 
Steering colllllli ttee on data processing at the COJBission 
a documentary file on Community l~w 
information and research centre on.· docuaenta tion of the 
European Communi ties· 
French national centre for scientific research 
an external trade application 
a general file on intemal documentation (part of CIH:I) 
EUROABSTRACTS a data base on results of research pmgra.maes directly or 
indirectly financed by the Commisston 
EURODICAUTOM 
EURONET 
ERDF 
EAGGF 
GO LEM 
GRIPS 
IDMS 
IGAF 
NACE-CLIO 
PPBS 
SAFIR 
SA GAP 
SSID 
STATUS 
SYSTRAN 
a terminological data bank 
European netwo:t'k 
European Regional Development Fund 
European Agricul tura.l Guidance 8.1\d Guarantee Fund 
a mass memory list-based inquiXJ' method 
a general relation-based information processing system 
integrated data base management system 
management and financial applications department 
a nomenclature of commercial and economic activities 
planning • programming. budgeting system 
a system for allocating inte%preters to meetings 
' ' 
an automated address and publications management system 
a specialized service for documentary data processing (DG XIU) 
software for interJ."O,ga.ting doouaentary data ba.aea on ICL 
an automatic pre-translation 8Jetea 
,) 
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